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	Falcon Vet, Falcon WA
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	Palace Jewellery. Perth WA
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		Bari-uma Ramen, Perth WA
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	Bad Apples Bar, Applecross WA
	Hopscotch Bar, South Perth WA
	Newport Hotel, Fremantle WA
	Public & Co., South Fremantle WA
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“Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. 
Design is how it works.”
-–Steve Jobs











Commercial, Hospitality & Veterinary Interiors Perth 




Opening a new business or relocating an existing one is a complex process.  Stiely Design believes the key to a smooth transition is surrounding yourself with reliable and organised team members. So finding the right interior designer can mean the difference between delays and uncertainty, and a project delivered on time and in budget.

Jill takes pride in working closely with clients to fully understand their unique requirements and business goals. Whether it is a collaborative effort, or a complete hands off approach, Jill’s experience enables her to anticipate the best solution forward, delivering high quality results.

Our ultimate goal is always a happy client and a thriving business!
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The Shipping Lane Restaurant

Bad Apples Bar












	The Shipping Lane Restaurant
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Featured Projects




As an interior architect, Jill has been creating dynamic commercial, hospitality and veterinary interiors for almost 30 years. Since beginning her career in New York City, Jill has designed venues from San Francisco to Saudi Arabia to Tokyo, with an eclectic list of clients that include Walt Disney Imagineering, Sak’s Fifth Avenue and Hilton Hotels.

Every project is special, with its own set of highlights and challenges, so each solution is unique. We hope you enjoy some of our latest and favourites below.
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Corporate
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Hospitality
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Veterinary/Medical











Commercial Interior Design Services




You can trust Stiely Design to provide quality and efficient interior design services, uniquely suited for your individual requirements.  Whether it be restaurant, retail space, veterinary hospital or office fitout, Jill will work with you to create a solution that furthers your business objectives and promotes a positive work environment.














Testimonials


What our clients say….
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Jill is incredibly easy to work with and was so helpful at every step of our refurbishment journey. She was always available and responded quickly and constructively. The outcome was a design and finish that exceeded all expectations. I can’t thank Jill enough for helping us realize our vision and look forward to the next opportunity to engage Stiely Design.





Dr Robyn WhitakerBranch Coordinator, AVA
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It’s absolutely remarkable what happens when you work with someone who knows what they’re doing and then doesn’t use their knowledge as a stick to beat you with when you don’t know stuff.





L. Brekalo OwnerThe Flaming Galah Bar
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Working with Jill was such a pleasure. From the first meeting I was impressed with her professionalism, design process and ideas. She listened to our brief and created an excellent usable office space. Her ideas and suggestions were smart and cost effective. I would not hesitate to recommend her services and if needed would use her for future projects.





Jennifer KeenanIron Mine Contracting
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I cannot recommend Jill highly enough, she listened to what I wanted and made it happen better than I could have imagined. Thank you Jill, I look forward to working with you again in the future!





Dr. Liam Brown, BSc BVMS Owner, The Vet Connection
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“Thank you again for all of your help and hard work throughout our project, we are extremely happy with the final outcome. It has been an incredible journey for us, a great experience being able to work through the design process with you and then see everything on paper come to life.”







Dr Kelly Hall, BSc, BVMS (Hons), MBARiverton Rossmoyne Veterinary Hospital
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With her practical knowledge of hospitality, Jill is always able to find design and construction solutions quickly to minimise any delays and costs.





Cory Selten - Gen. ManagerThe Newport Hotel
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After meeting and completing my first project with Jill, it was clear she would be my designer from there forward. Jill is incredibly professional, thorough and efficient as a business woman and very caring and thoughtful as a friend.





Royce Surman - DirectorOhana Acai Bar
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I cannot recommend Jill enough, she is always very professional towards both clients and staff. Her design knowledge and creativity are outstanding.





Milos Stojsavljevic DirectorBuildwell Group














Free ConsultThinking of opening a new business or renovating an existing property?

Contact Jill to discuss your options.





		

				

					

						About Stiely Design
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Jill will work with you to create a solution that furthers your business objectives and promotes a more productive working environment.

		
Contact Details
			Perth, Australia

Email us

M:0429-146-122
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